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The mafia princess is off-limits. Good thing I don't have any f*cking limits.I'm a dangerous man.  The

targets on my hit list can't hide from me. Men cower before me. And women can't resist my ripped,

tattooed body. I get everything I want. And all I want is revenge. That motherf*cker Don Pavoni

executed my parents, and for that he'll pay in blood. Then I see her. Alessandra. Her curves make

me hard as a f*cking diamond. Those luscious lips look perfect wrapped around my c*ck. Her

gorgeous dark eyes beg me to set her free from her gilded cage... one glance and I'm hooked.

She's mine. Just one problem. She's Don Pavoni's daughter. This time, I can't have it all. It's either

revenge or Alessandra, and I don't know which one tastes sweeterâ€¦This is a standalone, full-length

60k mafia romance with a filthy-mouthed, possessive bad boy. Dark mafia themes throughout.

Guaranteed HEA.
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4.5*This is the first story I've read from this author, and I was pleasantly surprised to discover it was

her debut book.This is the story of Gio and Alessandra. It's not just a romance. It's a story about

family, love, and loyalty.Gio is your alpha hero. Alpha to the extreme. He's arrogant as hell,

ex-SEAL, part mystery man, and has mad skills with guns, knives, security...you name it, he's got it.



And, of course, he's hot as hell. He's a man on a personal mission. He's seeking revenge for the

assassination of his family.Alessandra is the daughter of the mafia's Don. While she lives under the

umbrella of the familia, she fights for her independence as much as the Don's princess can, opting

to pay her way every chance she has rather than accepting the luxurious gifts from her parents.Gio

spots Alessandra while hunting for a second man on his checklist. There's a mutual insta-lust

attraction and he pursues her, initially unaware of her family ties to the man who supposedly

ordered the hit on his family.What follows is a balance of sex and plot with a secondary storyline

happening behind the scenes that contributes to a twist when the storylines intersect toward the

end. The cast of supporting characters were relevant and the pace of the story is consistent

throughout. The romance element is very fast and furious with the insta-lust transitioning into more

over a span of only a few weeks.There's a lot of violence with graphic details in some parts. The

story opens with Gio torturing one of the henchmen responsible for the assassination of his family

and that sets the stage, defining the extent of his quest for vengeance.Overall, if you enjoy mafia

stories with extremely strong alpha males, then this is a great addition to your library and goes

beyond the standard storyline of an alpha's pursuit and conquest of "his" woman.

I received this as an ARC for my honest review****Giovanni is out for revenge. His entire family was

murdered in cold blood and if he has anything to say or do about it, justice will be served by his own

hands. The police have their suspicions but there is no proof as to what happened to his family.

Giovanni is a well-trained Navy Seal that has skills to outwit any Mafia players. He is dead set on

ending the lives of those who took the lives of his mother, father and little sister. He never planned

to meet Allesandra. He never expected to have feelings for a woman in the middle of a death

mission. Yet, Allie makes him feel things that he has never felt before. He is loyal to his family, yet

he needs to be near Allie. She completes him and gives him hope for a better future with love in it.

Allesandra has never met a man like Gio. He is arrogant, possessive, charming and beyond sexy.

He is a god in the sack and he brightens her life in so many ways. Sheâ€™s never had someone in

her life that gives her the strength and confidence to stand up to her father and take her life back.

She is tired of living by the Mafia rules and is tired of not having her independence. She is able to

confront her father because of the courage and strength she gets from Gio. The events that occur

are heartbreaking and ruthless. Gio is out for revenge but what does it matter anymore when he

could lose the love of his life? Is it really worth it to lose her, to never have her in his life or in his

bed? Gio has to make some difficult decisions and Allie has to go through an ordeal, but will their

love carry them through? This book takes you to the heart of the mafia and the amount of love and



respect that lies between the families. It gives you the information needed to know that regardless of

what happens, family is love, and loyalty is binding.

This is the first time I have read a book by this author and was very pleasantly surprised at how well

the book was written I found it to be a fascinating, intriguing and interesting book to read and I

thoroughly enjoyed reading it. What you will find in this book is Alessandra (aka Alessa) (daughter of

a Mafia Don), Gio (a alpha male bad-ass ex-military/seal), Mafia, drama, intrigue, suspense, a lot of

twists, humor, feelings of revenge, torture, graphic violence, a pursuit, conquest, lust, emotional

feelings, love and some steamy erotic scenes. The story-line and plot is well thought out and

written. The characters are quite well developed with emotional feelings according to the situation

they find themselves in. I would recommend this book to people who like to read a well written Bad

Boy Mafia Romance with a HEA. I doubt that you will be disappointed in this book. I was give a

complimentary copy of this book so I could give an honest review but I liked the book so much that I

bought it for myself.

I was gifted with a copy of Arrogant Prick in exchange for an honest review.Tessa has already made

it to my Top Authors list. After having read her very first novel, I'm eager to read the next...and the

next! If this is an example of what she can already do, 5 ðŸŒŸ won't be enough for her future books.

Arrogant Prick starts right off with tension, suspense, sexual attraction that's off the charts. And, it

doesn't slow down until the epilogue. I found myself so involved in these people's lives that I

couldn't wait for their HEA. And it did come, just not in any way that I anticipated. The sex and

violence, the need for vengeance all take a secondary place to love, loyalty, and family. Read the

book. Fall in love with both the story and Tessa!
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